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GENERAL QUESTIONS

What’s happening with CXA?

- We plan to migrate CXA’s trading system to Cboe technology and to launch Cboe BIDS Australia on Monday 27 February 2023.
- The migration process began this year. Details will continue to be made available on the CXA Technology Migration Microsite (cxa.cboe.com) as the migration progresses.
- A migration timeline is also available on the CXA Migration Microsite.

Will functionality of CXA change?

- We are implementing a like-for-like functionality scope between the legacy system and the new Cboe tech system on day one.
- However, some changes are necessary. Please refer to the Platform Change Matrix for a summary of key functional changes planned for the new CXA platform.
- Refer to the new CXA platform Technical Specifications found on the CXA Migration Microsite.
- Concurrent with the Monday 27 February 2023 migration, CXA will be launching Cboe BIDS Australia thereby enhancing Participant access to block liquidity available within the BIDS Trading technology platform.

Are you keeping all order types and product offerings of both companies?

- Most current order types and attributes will be available on Cboe technology. Some unused attributes will be removed. Please refer to Platform Change Matrix for more information.
- There will be certain minor changes resulting from the migration to the Cboe technology, but CXA’s core marketplace functionality and differentiation will remain unchanged.
More details regarding functionality can be found within the new technical specifications and the Platform Change Matrix, available on the CXA Migration Microsite. The latest version of the new technical specifications and migration related documents will continue to be made available on the microsite until the migration date.

How will time zone changes impact the CXA migration?

There will be no change to trading hours or time zone management on the platform. Upon migration to Cboe technology, all trading times and system timestamps will continue to operate in the Australian Eastern Standard Time ("AEST") zone (GMT+10), when Daylight Savings (GMT+11) is not in effect.

Will the trading hours of CXA change?

Upon migration to Cboe technology, CXA session hours will remain unchanged:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Period</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 05:30       | Technical Connectivity  
  - Commencement of technical connectivity  
  - No order entry, modification, or cancellation is permitted |
| 06:35 – 10:00 | Pre-market  
  - Participants may check connectivity and details concerning securities available for trading but will not be able to enter orders into the CXA market;  
  - The CXA Trading System will not match orders;  
  - Trade Reports may be lodged in accordance with the CXA Operating Rules and the Market Integrity Rules. |
| 10:00 – 16:13 | Continuous Trading (including Hidden Market on Close)  
  - Participants may enter limit and price improvement orders for eligible securities into the CXA Market;  
  - CXA Trading System will allow order entry and match orders;  
  - Participants may enter hidden Market on Close (MOC) Orders for eligible securities into the CXA Market;  
  - Trade Reports may be lodged in accordance with the CXA Operating Rules and the Market Integrity Rules. |
| 16:13 – 18:55 | Post-Trading Administration  
  - Participants cannot enter or amend orders for non-MOC orders from 16:13 when the regular trading session closes;  
  - MOC orders are matched in the MOC close at 16:20;  
  - Non-MOC orders are not matched in this period;  
  - Trade Reports may be lodged in accordance with the CXA Operating Rules and the Market Integrity Rules;  
  - All orders remaining in the CXA market at the end of this period will be automatically cancelled. |
| 19:00       | End of Technical Connectivity  
  - All participant connections to CXA are closed;  
  - Intraday trade cancellations are no longer possible. |
Will Participants need to sign a new Participant Agreement or fill out any other new Participant materials for CXA?

- We do not currently anticipate any need to repaper the formal legal relationship between CXA and existing Participants, as set out in their respective Participant Agreements under the Cboe Australia Operating Rules.
- However, Participants will need to fill out a Participant Information Document to provide details to the Cboe Australia Trade Desk for data points not already captured in the existing Participant Agreement and to verify users that are to be designated as Firm Administrators for their organisation.
- New CXA Participants who will only trade using the new Cboe technology platform will work with Cboe Membership Services (membershipservices@cboe.com) to initiate the onboarding process and complete their Participant Agreement. Cboe Membership Services will take full responsibility for initial onboarding efforts upon migration to the new platform. Cboe Australia retains responsibility for ensuring that Participants comply with the Cboe Australia Operating Rule requirements.

Will Participants be restricted to a specific number of FIX or BOE sessions?
What will order entry session restrictions look like on Cboe technology?

- No. Each Participant may maintain as many logical order entry sessions as are required.
- Logical order entry sessions will have a substantially higher message-per-second rate and capacity than existing CXA order entry sessions.

What is a Cboe Firm ID?

- A Cboe Firm ID is a 4-character identifier that will be generated by Cboe’s Membership Services team. Firm IDs are generally the same across Cboe platforms for firms that do business with Cboe globally.
- A Participant will have one or more Trading IDs which are linked to a common (parent) Firm ID.
- Firm IDs will be referenced on logical port assignments, invoices, and reports within the Cboe Australia Customer Web Portal.
- Firm IDs are not used for order processing purposes.

Will the customer call presentations be made available for download?

- Yes. You may access the customer call presentations from the CXA Migration Microsite. Note there will likely be a delay of a few days after a call before recordings are posted.
Who do I call if I have a question?

- The Cboe Australia Trade Desk (formerly referred to as Market Operations) will continue to operate as normal and will be the primary point of contact for Participants related to CXA trading and operations support. That said, the Cboe Australia Trade Desk will be working very closely with the Cboe U.S. Trade Desk during the technology platform migration, and the U.S. Trade Desk will provide supplementary support for the integration efforts until the platform migration is complete.
- If your firm would like to request a Technical Review, please contact the CXA Migration Team or reach out to your firm’s Technical Account Manager.
- Participants may contact the Cboe APAC Network Operations Centre (“NOC”) with any questions regarding connectivity to the new production, disaster recovery, and certification platforms.
  - Cboe APAC NOC: nocapac@cboe.com or +61 2 8078 1701
- New CXA Participants who will only trade using the new Cboe technology platform will work with Cboe Membership Services (membershipservices@cboe.com) to initiate the onboarding process and complete their Participant Agreement. Cboe Membership Services will take full responsibility for initial onboarding efforts.
- Unless a Cboe representative has informed you otherwise, your additional contacts such as business development or sales remain unchanged at this time.

Will post trade and settlement messages continue to be available via CHESS/CHESS replacement or will a new connection/message service be required?

- There will be no change to how post trade messages are made available in CHESS or its replacement.

Will there be any changes to symbology?

- Order entry and market data output will utilise the existing and standard ASX/CXA Symbol format.
- Order entry using ISIN codes will no longer be supported.
TECHNOLOGY/INTEGRATION QUESTIONS

What is the integration transition timeline? When will CXA transition to Cboe technology?

- Subject to regulatory approval, our plan is to migrate CXA to Cboe technology on Monday 27 February 2023, at which point the legacy CXA platform will be retired.
- The Migration timeline as well as further details can be found on the CXA Migration Microsite.
- We will remain in close dialogue with our clients and provide regular communication and ample notice on any planned technology changes impacting their businesses.

What is the plan for the CXA data centres? Will you continue to operate in the current ones?

- The CXA Production and Certification platforms will continue to be located in the Equinix Sydney state-of-the-art data centres (“the primary data centres”). Latency equalisation services will be offered in Equinix SY1, SY2, and the ground floor of SY5.
- All Participants will be required to connect to CXA in the primary data centres using a latency equalised connection. To equalise latency across all Participant connections and ensure proximity to the CXA trading systems will not provide an advantage for any Participant over another, a single to low double-digit number of microseconds of round-trip latency will be incurred for all connections. Refer to the CXA Connectivity Manual for more information on latency equalisation.
- The Disaster Recovery (“DR”) platform will continue to be located in the Global Switch data centre (“the backup data centre”) in Pyrmont.
- Orders for physical connectivity to the new CXA platform are being accepted now.

Will CXA Participants require separate physical connections for order entry and market data?

- No. Both order entry and market data will be available over a single physical connection.
- Certification (test) and production traffic will be supported over the same physical connections.

Will Internet connectivity be available for use to access the Certification environment?

- Yes. We will allow VPN connectivity over the Internet for access to the Certification environment only.
- Only order entry may be tested via VPN to the Cboe CXA Certification environment. Multicast market data will not be supported via VPN.
- Internet connectivity will NOT be available in production.
➢ Contact the Cboe APAC NOC (nocapac@cboe.com) for more information on gaining access to the new CXA Certification environment via an Internet based VPN.

Will Cboe provide CXA customers with a presence in the Australian Liquidity Centre (“ALC”) network access to the Equinix SY2 and/or SY5?

➢ Yes, CXA is in the process of implementing a Point of Presence (“PoP”) within the ALC data centre that will support access to both the Equinix SY2 and SY5 data centres. This new connectivity option from ALC to CXA will be advertised as part of the existing Cboe Connect connectivity offering product suite.
➢ The PoP will be available to access the current trading platform at a date TBD, prior to the platform migration date.
➢ Cboe Connect provides access to both Chi-X and Cboe systems (Certification/test and Prod) across Equinix (Primary) and Global Switch (DR) sites.

Will CXA production migration occur in a single day?

➢ Yes, we plan to migrate CXA to Cboe technology over the weekend of 25 and 26 February 2023 and facilitate final connectivity testing to provide full confidence of readiness prior to the commencement of trading on Monday 27 February 2023.
➢ To ensure the migration goes well, we will conduct multiple weekend dress rehearsals. The first Saturday production test is currently scheduled for Saturday 22 October 2022.
➢ CXA intends to allow for trading of test symbols on the new CXA production platform during normal production trading hours (Monday – Friday) in advance of the migration to further aid in Participant readiness. Trading of test symbols on the new platform will be supported during standard Monday through Friday trading hours beginning Monday 24 October 2022.

If there are platform issues on Monday 27 February 2023, will there be a fallback?

➢ If there are any issues on the migration date, Cboe will evaluate the circumstances of the issue to determine next steps.
➢ Cboe will provide for migration date readiness by requiring Participants to certify on the new platform, the availability of the active production environment for use (with test symbols) for multiple months prior to the migration, and six planned weekend testing opportunities for Participants to use the new platform.
➢ In the event of an issue, Cboe will aim to push forward to resolve the issue on the new trading platform. Cboe’s trading systems are all developed in-house, therefore we have fully focused teams monitoring and ready to address any issues if they arise.
Will Equinix offer a fee waiver for cross connects ordered in SY1, SY2 and SY5 before the migration?

- Yes, Equinix has agreed to waive initial install fees and Monthly Recurring Charges (MRC) from 1 September 2022 to 27 February 2023, for new cross connect orders in the Sydney SY1, SY2 and the ground floor of SY5 data centres to the new CXA production platform.
- You must contact your Equinix account manager to request the waiver paperwork. Cross connect requests submitted via the Equinix Portal will not receive the waiver.

Will fee waivers be offered for Disaster Recovery site connectivity at Global Switch before the migration?

- No. Global Switch will not be waiving initial install fees and Monthly Recurring Charges (MRC) for new cross connect orders to the new CXA disaster recovery platform within their data centre.

What kind of physical connectivity will be offered for CXA?

- 1Gb and 10Gb fibre port connections will be offered in both Equinix (primary) and Global Switch (secondary) data centres. Refer to the CXA Connectivity Manual for further details.

Will I be charged by Cboe for physical port (connectivity) fees if I bring up a new physical connection for the new platforms prior to the production integration date?

- No. Physical ports connecting to the new CXA environments used solely for CXA access on the new Cboe technology system will not be billable until after the CXA production migration on Monday 27 February 2023 is complete. This includes connectivity to the new system in both Equinix and Global Switch.

Will my firm be able to use existing connectivity to access the new CXA trading platform?

- Yes. In readiness for the commencement of testing, existing physical connectivity can be used to access both Cboe tech Certification test environment and Cboe tech Production environment. However, existing physical connectivity will not be latency equalised within because of a required extra network hop. Multicast forwarding from the latency equalised network back through the legacy network will be supported.
- Participants are encouraged to acquire new connections into the latency equalised infrastructure within SY1/SY2/SY5.
Toward the end of 2023 the physical connections used to access the legacy CTS platform will be decommissioned. Cboe Australia will provide Participants with adequate notice to ensure no disruption in connectivity.

Will Participants, Extranets, or Telco providers be allowed co-location space within CXA cages?

- No.

What options are available to Participants who don’t have a point of presence in the Pyrmont Global Switch DR location? Will any Extranets or Telco providers be allowed?

- Yes. Direct access and access via Extranets will be supported at the Global Switch data centre. Please refer to the new CXA Connectivity Manual for more information.

Which order entry protocols will be supported?

- Cboe’s FIX implementation is based on FIX 4.2 (as is the legacy platform).
- Cboe’s BOE (version 3) protocol (the replacement for CHIXOE) will also be introduced as a more performant and efficient option.
- The Cboe Australia FIX Specification can be found here. Additional technical specifications are available on the CXA Migration Microsite.

Will my firm’s legacy production logical order entry sessions be converted to order entry sessions on the new Cboe technology platform?

- Yes. New logical ports are being created on the new certification and production trading platforms based on the number of sessions each firm maintained on the legacy CXA platform. Logical ports will be one for one as follows:
  - Legacy FIX => New FIX
  - Legacy CHIXOE => New BOE
  - Legacy Trade Feed => New FIX DROP
  - Legacy DROP Copy => New ODROP
  - Legacy COG => New FIX Purge Port
  - Legacy CHIXMD => New Multicast PITCH feed access provided AND New GRP and SPIN Sessions

- Please be advised that default port settings will not be migrated. Participants will need to review their settings within the Cboe Australia Customer Web Portal and can work with the Cboe Australia Trade Desk to update default settings to their desired values.
Participants will be required to request additional order entry sessions via the Logical Port Request “add” tool in the Cboe Australia Customer Web Portal. Default session settings will be applied as defined within the FIX and BOE specifications. Settings may be updated by making a “Modify” Logical Port Request update in the Cboe Australia Customer Web Portal.

FIX DROP (the replacement to CXA’s Trade Feed) and Order by Order (“ODROP”) (the replacement to CXA’s Drop Copy) sessions will need to be requested to be created on the new platform using the Logical Port Request “add” tool in the Cboe Australia Customer Web Portal. Prior to the production launch, firms will be able to work with the Cboe Australia Trade Desk as well as their Account Managers to ensure DROP ports are configured in the manner expected.

Participants may obtain their logical session connection information via the Ports tool within the Cboe Australia Customer Web Portal.

Can I test basic logical connectivity testing outside of normal trading hours?

Yes. Cboe employs port listeners available outside of normal trading hours to perform network level (e.g., telnet) connection tests confirming basic logical connectivity access to assigned logical IPs and ports.
Participant Test ("CERTIFICATION") QUESTIONS

May I use my existing CXA Certification sessions?

- No. Existing CXA Certification sessions will only support the existing platform. Upon migration to Cboe technology, all existing CXA Certification sessions will be decommissioned and will not be available for use to certify on the new Cboe-based CXA trading platform.
- A new Cboe CXA Certification environment, formerly referred to as the Participant Test Environment ("PTE"), dedicated to the new Cboe Technology platform was made available for Participant testing purposes on 12 September 2022.
- For each Certification session that existed on the legacy platform, Cboe will create a session on the new Cboe technology Certification platform. No special default sessions will be carried over however. Participants will need to review their settings and can work with the Cboe Australia Trade Desk to update default settings to their desired values.

How do I request a new CXA Certification session?

- Once Participants establish physical connectivity to the new latency equalised network infrastructure within the SY1, SY2 or SY5 data centres, free of charge Certification order entry, market data, and drop sessions may be requested via the Logical Port Request form found in the Cboe Australia Customer Web Portal. In their requests, Participants should specify any desired port settings other than the port defaults found in the FIX and BOE specifications available on the CXA Migration Microsite.

During what hours can I connect to the Certification environments?

- Participants may connect to the Certification environment during hours similar to existing CXA PTE hours (i.e., until 9 p.m. for order processing and 10 p.m. for connectivity).
- While the CXA Certification environment will be available for customer testing on Saturdays, please be advised that all Saturday testing in this environment is unattended and Trade Desk support will not be available. Certification sessions are not available on Sundays or market holidays.

What should I do prior to scheduling a Certification appointment?

- Participants must first establish physical connectivity to the new CXA latency network infrastructure within the SY1, SY2 or SY5 data centres, then confirm access to their new Certification sessions and order any additional sessions required for their testing purposes. The Cboe Conformance Certification Tool available in the Cboe Australia Customer Web Portal may be utilised to perform and submit an unattended CXA certification.
- If testing with the Cboe Australia Trade Desk, to avoid delays and/or undesired rescheduling, Participants are expected to complete sufficient unattended testing prior to their appointment.
Note that certification signoff is only required for order entry (FIX, BOE) and purge port (FIX, BOE). This signoff is required prior to these sessions being usable in production. Please be sure your certification is completed before planning to participate in a weekend production system test.

Market data and DROP usage to not require certification. Participants are expected to perform their own testing related to these protocols based on their specific use cases.

Are both third party vendors and broker participants required to certify?

- Yes. All Participants and vendors will be required to certify for the new system.
- Production logical order entry ports will only be provided to Participants and vendors upon completion of the Cboe CXA certification process.

What symbols can I use for testing?

- Certification will support testing using the same test and production symbols available in the CXA production environment.

Will there be trading simulator traffic in the certification environment?

- Order generators will be configured in the new CXA certification environment to allow Participants to conduct unattended testing.
- Order generators will generate resting liquidity as well as periodic trades to ensure market data feed handlers can be tested using certification environment traffic.

What pricing will be used in the Certification environment? Will it be based off Production or Certification data?

- The CXA Certification environment will receive market data from the ASX test environment.
- Order generators will also be employed to ensure Participants have access to a steady stream of market data and that there is available liquidity to interact with at all times the environment is available for testing.

How do I use the Certification website to test Customer Web Portal functionality?

- Certification environment logins are currently available for all participants.
- Participants may request a Certification web portal login by emailing the CXA Trade Desk. This will allow Participants to become familiar with the full suite of production web portal tools.
- Production web portal logins must be created by a designated Firm Administrator for your organisation. Please contact the Cboe Australia Trade Desk for Firm Administrator details.
How do I schedule a Certification appointment?

- Participants can use the Conformance Certification Tool available in the Cboe Australia Customer Web Portal to complete their certifications.

For which features will I be required to certify?

- All Participants must certify for basic functionality, including establishing and maintaining connectivity, order entry, and disconnect recovery.
- Participants are also expected to certify for all functionalities they intend to use in the Production environment, but they will not be required to certify for order types or order modifiers they do not intend to use in Production.
- Participants must also certify to use FIX or BOE Purge Port functionality.

Will BIDS integration testing be part of the certification process?

- No. Accessing block liquidity through separate BIDS logical sessions will be a new and optional benefit available to all CXA Participants. Certification of BIDS logical sessions will be a separate process from certification on the new CXA trading platform.
- Opportunities will be provided within the new CXA Certification platform to test accessing BIDS venue trading system block liquidity via separate logical sessions.
- Note that account details related to BIDS reported transactions will be made available on FIX DROP feeds of the new CXA trading platform.

If I have certified on one of the Cboe Exchanges already on Cboe technology, do I need to certify for CXA before/after it is migrated?

- Yes. Even if a client has completed a successful certification for a Cboe (CA/EU/US) Exchange, the client is still required to complete additional certification for functionalities unique to CXA to submit production orders to it.

What happens after I certify?

- Upon successful certification, Participants will receive an emailed copy of their completed Certification script. Participants will then be able to access production ports created on their behalf (based on the number of similar ports that existed on the legacy platform) and request new ports. Participants will then be able to connect to BOE and/or FIX session types created in the SY1, SY2 or SY5 (ground floor) data centres with the certified functionalities enabled (once the new production platform is made available).
- Certification scripts are now available within the Cboe Australia Customer Web Portal and are required to be completed by Participants before production order entry sessions can be created.
Participants are expected to perform self-directed testing for market data processing and recovery logic.

Note that regardless of any prior production and/or certification session settings, all new production sessions will be created with the default session settings as defined in the applicable Cboe technical specification. Therefore, it is the responsibility of the Participant to specify any desired non-default settings when requesting new production sessions.

For reference, a list of port default settings is available within the BOE and FIX specifications on the CXA Migration Microsite. Participants may also view the port and default port settings through the Logical Ports tool available on the Cboe Australia Customer Web Portal. To view default port settings, from the Port Status page simply click the “More Options” icon and select “View Port Attributes Info”.

Additional order entry sessions may be requested via the Logical Port Request found in the Cboe Australia Customer Web Portal; these requests are typically filled same day for next-day connectivity.

Where can I find the technical specification for Cboe technology order entry protocols?

Technical specifications are available on the CXA Migration Microsite.

Will any weekend tests be mandatory?

While weekend test participation is not mandatory, Cboe strongly recommends all Participants participate in at least one weekend test to ensure their new logical production ports are functional and have the expected default settings configured.

CXA will offer Participants one weekend test opportunity to test DR port functionality and access on 14 January 2023.

Participants unable to test on a weekend are encouraged to test their logical production session access and settings using test symbols during normal trading hours Monday through Friday starting 24 October 2022.

Will ASIC expect Participants to conduct an AOP recertification?


ASIC considers the migration of an existing automated order processing (“AOP”) system, certified for the CXA platform prior to the Cboe Tech migration, to be material change and that Participants will use the testing window to adequately test their AOP system(s) as part of the material change review.
MARKET DATA QUESTIONS

How is market data provided in Cboe technology?

- All Cboe technology market data for CXA will be multicast and delivered through PITCH and TOP as described further below.

Which market data protocols will be supported post-migration?

- The Cboe technology Multicast PITCH and TOP will be the standard depth and top of book market data protocols respectively for CXA following the technology migration.
- Multicast TOP will provide for receipt of real-time top of book quotations and executions direct from CXA. TOP offers Participants a significant reduction in the number of events and the number of bytes of application data sent, compared to Multicast PITCH. Quotations received via Multicast TOP provide an aggregated size and do not indicate the size or number of individual orders at the best bid or ask.

What changes can I expect to the Cboe technology market data protocols in support of CXA?

- The market data protocols for CXA will be based on existing Multicast PITCH and TOP Cboe technology market data protocols used by other Cboe technology trading platforms. Unicast market data will not be available. The PITCH and TOP technical specifications can be found on the CXA Migration Microsite.

What is the technology replacement of the CXA Trade Feed?

- FIX DROP will serve as the replacement to CXA’s Trade Feed.
- Order by Order (“ODROP”) will serve as the replacement to CXA’s Drop Copy sessions.

Will market data normally be made available from the Global Switch Disaster Recovery data centre?

- Yes. CXA will publish live Multicast PITCH and TOP market data from both the primary site feeds and the disaster recovery site feed during active trading hours.

If I currently subscribe to CXA Market Data but not Cboe technology Market Data, will I have to complete a new agreement?

- Yes. On 1 January 2023, Cboe will be migrating all current CXA market data recipients to one integrated Cboe Global Markets Global Data Agreement.
What changes can I expect regarding my Market Data bills?

- Following the billing migration, CXA market data fees will be transitioned to an invoice from Cboe Global Markets, after which time there may be changes to the names of the data products on your invoice (e.g., CXA Multicast PITCH in place of CHIXMD).
- As part of the migration, Participants will be required to leverage the Cboe Australia Customer Web Portal to access their invoices.
- All invoices and billing will utilise Australian Dollars for ANZ and US Dollars for all other locations (“AUD” and “USD”).

How will Market Data reporting requirements change?

- Reporting requirements may change based upon whether the client is carrying out internal and/or external distribution of the CXA market data it is purchasing.
- CXA data recipients can use the Cboe Global Data Declarations Tool for reporting data feed users and/or usage. For additional information regarding reporting requirements, please review the Cboe Australia Product Manual. Please note, these links are presently for North American reporting references. These are representative of how Australian reporting will work. Links will be updated and reporting tools made available prior to the migration at a date to be determined.
BILLING QUESTIONS

How will billing be impacted by the integration?

- Billing for CXA will be migrated to enhanced Cboe technology; invoices will follow the style and structure of invoices currently in use for services provided by Cboe’s U.S. Equities exchanges.
- As is the case today for Cboe’s U.S. clients, basic transaction billing – including rebates and related adjustments - will appear on invoices with a 4-character Firm ID, like other Cboe trading systems. Note the 4-character Firm IDs will be generated by Cboe’s Membership Services team.
- Various other CXA charges and rebates may appear in invoices related to Participant fixed rate fees (e.g., DROP ports) as applicable.
- As part of the platform migration, Participants will be required to obtain credentials for the Cboe Australia Customer Web Portal and begin using it to access their invoices.
- Billing and invoices will be supported in Australian Dollars (“AUD”) and US Dollars (“USD”) on separate invoices.
- Invoices that support dual currencies with conversions from USD to AUD or AUD to USD will not be supported upon migration.

Will there be any fee changes after migration to Cboe technology?

- CXA does not anticipate a change in fee schedules outside our standard notification practices and timelines.

Can I get a preview of the new invoices?

- Preview versions of the new CXA invoices for transaction fees will be made available under “Sample Billing Reports” on the CXA Migration Microsite at a future date (to be determined).
- These previews are drafts only, intended to allow time to prepare for the new look of the invoices.
- The basic look and feel of the CXA invoices after migration will be that of the existing Cboe invoices.

How can I view my trade detail for CXA?

- Your trade detail will be made available online via the Cboe Australia Customer Web Portal upon completion of the platform migration.
- Contact the Cboe Australia Trade Desk (tradedeskau@cboe.com - +61 2 8078 1701) for more information regarding how to set up access to the Cboe Australia Customer Web Portal.